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The first cookbook dedicated entirely to ooey, gooey ribbons of cinnamon-swirled delights, with 50

recipes and gorgeous full-color photos.Create comforting swirls of gooey cinnamon goodness with I

Love Cinnamon Rolls!.Nothing says comfort food like a batch of cinnamon rolls fresh from the oven.

Here you'll find 50 recipes for a variety of sticky buns everyone will love, from traditional favorites

such as Orange-Toffee, Pumpkin Streusel, or Coffee-Maple Glazed Cinnamon Rolls to more exotic

flavors, such as Moroccan Rose Petal Cinnamon Rolls or Szechuan Pepper Cinnamon Rolls with

Fresh Ginger Glaze. Also included are traditional recipes from Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands,

France, and other countries.Best of all, the eight dough recipes and the variety of fillings and glazes

allow you to mix and match recipe parts and devise your own special creations. There are even

whole wheat, vegan, and gluten-free doughs so no one has to miss out on these tempting treats.

And don't be daunted by thinking it takes too much time and effort. Bakers of every skill level are

covered with recipes for easy, no-knead, and bread machine doughs. There's truly something for

everyone to love in I Love Cinnamon Rolls!.
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I was disappointed in the book for four reasons:1. The first recipe "easy cinnamon roll dough" used

a package of "hot roll mix", which I had never heard of. After tracking it down the "hot roll mix" cost

$3.00 for 16 oz. of flour and a few other ingredients, which made 12 rolls per the package's

directions. So it was $3.00 plus, for each additional 12 cinnamon rolls.2. This "easy cinnamon roll

dough" recipe was referenced as a starting point for over half the following recipes in the book.3.



Most of the recipes referenced "Procure with a cinnamon roll recipe" which I could never find (which

recipe, where?).4. There was a lot of referencing to other pages throughout the book, so you were

always flipping from one page to another.Sorry no winner here. The pictures were good.

I wished I had taken the time to look this one over at a real bookstore before wasting my money. If

you are hoping for a killer recipe for cinnamon roll dough, don't waste your money on this book. The

fillings are OK, some are really off the wall. The dough recipes range from one using hot roll mix

(yikes, a mix?), one that is a plain white bread dough, a rugelach dough, a no-knead dough, a

vegan dough, a whole wheat dough (really, for cinnamon rolls???????), a gluten free dough, and a

danis pastry-type dough that is simply a white bread dough, laminating butter into the dough.

We made cinnamon rolls and Kolaches for the kids on weekends when they were growing up. Now

they ask for them when they come home for visits. Already had an old family recipe. Bought this

because we were interested in the gluten free recipes. 92 pages. It's a specialized cook book for

different varieties of cinnamon rolls. When we make cinnamon rolls, we turn half the dough into

Bohemian Kolaches (which are not cinnamon rolls so they weren't covered). But they both have the

same icing, just different fillings. For Kolaches, divide the dough into small round dough balls and

place on greased baking pan 2 inches apart - cover and let rise 10 mins. Then punch down the hole

in the middle and place the fruit filling into the hole. Same cooking time as the cinnamon roll.

I made the original cinnamon rolls and they came out wonderful. This was the first time I used yeast

and the recipe made it so easy. There are so many variations, I'm going to bake my way through the

book.

The recipes are delicious. The only reason I didn't give this 5 stars is the lack of step-by-step and

pictures. I'm a novice baker, and would like to be able to see what it should look like when done.

I can't bake, but I love cinnamon rolls, and so does one of my kids--luckily the one who CAN

bake--so I got us (meaning her) this book. She made one of the recipes with a yeast

dough--something she hasn't got a lot of experience with--and they turned out wonderfully.So we'll

be making those again, and as many of the rest as we can eat.

Family enjoys cinnamon rolls so I had to order this book. So far I have made several cinnamon rolls



and they have turned out perfectly moist and fragrant . The pear rolls and the cinnamon rolls were

very good. Trying next - the orange ones. Good variety of recipes. No guess work here. So please I

ordered it.

The cover of this little book really inspired me to try my hand at making cinnamon rolls. The pictures

are all you will need to make that happy journey into cinnamon roll heaven. The pictures are

wonderful as one can see from the cover. I can almost taste them. If baking wonderful things for

yourself or others (like a good neighbor) give this book top priority on your list of new things to

enjoy. I bet you will have more people coming to your house to have coffee or tea than you ever

knew you had. Don't be surprised if the postman, too, rings twice when he smells the rolls wafting

from your kitchen window.
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